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Abstract: Compressive sensing (CS) is a novel digital signal processing technique that has found great interest in
many applications including communication theory and wireless communications. In wireless communications, CS
is particularly suitable for its application in the area of spectrum sensing for cognitive radios, where the complete
spectrum under observation, with many spectral holes, can be modeled as a sparse wide-band signal in the frequency
domain. Considering the initial works performed to exploit the benets of Bayesian CS in spectrum sensing, the fading
characteristic of wireless communications has not been considered yet to a great extent, although it is an inherent feature
for all sorts of wireless communications and it must be considered for the design of any practically viable wireless system.
In this paper, we extend the Bayesian CS framework for the recovery of a sparse signal, whose nonzero coecients follow
a Rayleigh distribution. It is then demonstrated via simulations that mean square error signicantly improves when
appropriate prior distribution is used for the faded signal coecients and thus, in turns, the spectrum reconstruction
improves. Dierent parameters of the system model, e.g., sparsity level and number of measurements, are then varied
to show the consistency of the results for dierent cases.
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1. Introduction
In mobile communications, satellite communications, and other wireless communication systems, radio waves
transmitted from the transmitter undergo scattering, reection, and diraction, thus creating a multipath eect.
In consequence, the received signal level undergoes uctuations and changes in amplitudes and phases of the
signal occur. This phenomenon is called fading and, due to fading, study of practical channels like Rayleigh
fading channels is required, along with that of classical additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels.
In the context of wide-band spectrum sensing, cognitive radio (CR) [1] promises the sensing and
detection of such wide-band signals propagating in the Rayleigh fading channels. However, conventional
channel-by-channel sensing techniques like energy detector-based sensing [2], waveform-based sensing [3], and
cyclostationary-based sensing [4] become costly and complex in this regard. To facilitate the wide-band spec-
trum sensing and detection for CRs, compressive sensing (CS) [5] [6] has emerged as a fascinating method
Correspondence: abdulghafoor-mcs@nust.edu.pk
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of acquisition of the wide-band signals at sampling rates that are signicantly lower than the Nyquist rates.
The information contained in the few large coecients can be encoded by few random linear projections, while
throwing away the rest of the coecients that might be useless in further signal processing applications. Those
encoded random projections can then be used to reconstruct the wide-band spectrum, which will contain the
useful information mainly in the wide-band signals [5] [6].
The CS method can be further simplied by using Bayesian inference, provided that the system model
supports the Bayesian approach. Since Bayesian inference provides solutions that are conditional on the observed
data, it estimates a full probability model, where probability distributions are associated with the parameters
or hypotheses and the process of decoding the signal via belief propagation (BP) is considered as a maximum a
posteriori (MAP) estimation problem. Bayesian compressive sensing (BCS) facilitated with Bayesian inference
provides precise estimation of the wide-band signal and reduces the number of measurements for the CS decoding
process [7] [8]. In the BP decoding process, prior distribution plays the key role for the estimation of the signal
coecients. In our work, we have emphasized the fact that the prior distribution must be selected according to
the system model.
In the CS via BP (CSBP) algorithm [7] [8], a sparse CS sensing matrix similar to low density parity
check (LDPC) codes in the channel coding [9] [10] is employed as an encoding matrix for the recovery of the
signal. A two-state Gaussian mixture prior distribution is used to determine the posterior density of the desired
signal iteratively in the decoding process via BP, where the conditional probability density messages are passed
between the signal elements and the measurement vector elements.
Another algorithm known as sparse Bayesian learning via BP (SBL-BP) [11] employs the BP approach
to the SBL framework, where the posterior density of the signal is determined iteratively on the basis of a
three-layer hierarchical prior model. To estimate the sparse transform coecients in large-scale CS problems,
the density messages in the BP decoding process are treated as Gaussian probability density functions for a
hierarchical Bayesian model.
In [12], the authors developed an algorithm similar to SBL-BP, but its framework is based on a Gaussian
scale mixture [9], in which the authors introduced low density frames sensing matrices and a special type of
prior called the Jereys prior for CS signal recovery. However, larger numbers of operations are needed, with
the higher degree of distribution for low density frames, which increases the number of iterations required for
the convergence of the algorithm.
In the CS via Bayesian support detection (CS-BSD) and Bayesian hypothesis test via BP (BHT-BP)
algorithms [13] [14], the authors introduced the detection directed (DD) estimation approach in the BCS
framework for noisy CS using spike and slab prior [15]. The posterior density used for Bayesian hypothesis
testing is estimated and updated iteratively. The posterior density of signal is used to estimate the signal support
at each iteration, and then signal value is estimated based on the DD estimation structure for the estimated
support. The performance of the algorithms is enhanced as the noise statistics are used in measurement message
calculations.
In the Bayesian sparse reconstruction (BSR) algorithm [16], the authors considered the reconstruction
of Gaussian sparse signals via BCS using a fast relevance vector machine (FRVM) in the presence of impulsive
noise. However, the computational complexity of the algorithm is high compared to BCS via BP. Moreover,
the algorithm is eective for signal reconstruction in an AWGN environment, in which the fading factor is not
considered.
The authors of [17] implemented an enhanced multitask CS algorithm using Laplace priors. The correlated
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signals under consideration are assumed to be of same group and zero-mean Gaussian random variables with unit
variance, which are recovered using a Laplace-based multitask CS (LMCS) algorithm that follows a Bayesian
approach. The performance degrades if the signals under consideration belong to dierent groups, for which
a minimum description length (MDL)-based LMCS algorithm is proposed. However, in these algorithms, the
signals are considered to follow Gaussian distribution, while, in practice, the signals undergo fading. This factor
was not considered.
In the above-mentioned CS-based signal reconstruction algorithms, signal propagation has been consid-
ered in an AWGN environment, or the signals are considered to be Gaussian sparse signals. The probability
density messages in the BP decoding process are treated as Gaussian probability density functions. However,
in practical scenarios, the signals undergo fading, for which CS signal reconstruction algorithms should be
developed such that the density messages are chosen according to the signal model.
In this paper, we propose the usage of the BCS framework for spectrum sensing in a practical wireless
channel like a Rayleigh fading channel. The novelty of our work is that we have formulated the prior distribution
for the estimation of wide-band signals propagated in Rayleigh at fading channels. When the signal undergoes
fading due to the multipath aect, the performance of the system will be dierent for the classic AWGN channel
and for the practical Rayleigh channel as well. The BCS framework is modied with appropriate priors for the
decoding of the Rayleigh faded signal via BP. Our results show that when an appropriate prior is used according
to the system model, the wide-band spectrum can be recovered such that the information bands are retained
while noisy bands are suppressed. When energy detection is applied on the recovered spectrum, the occupied
bands can be identied more eciently. We estimate that when BCS is performed to reconstruct the wide-band
spectrum, the bands containing useful information are not compressed. The spectrum estimation is veried by
observing the mean square error (MSE) of the recovered spectrum compared to the original spectrum. MSE
is an indicator of the error of the overall spectrum sensing and detection process. When MSE performance of
estimation of the spectrum via CS improves, the overall error in the detection of the occupied bands is reduced.
We demonstrate that varying dierent parameters like sparsity level and number of measurements has
an impact on the MSE performance of the BCS algorithm. When the prior is chosen wisely according to the
system model, then MSE can be further reduced by varying these parameters.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate our problem. The appropri-
ate prior models based on Rayleigh distribution are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the BCS framework for
sparse signal recovery in a Rayleigh fading channel using appropriate priors is discussed. Simulation results are
then presented in Section 5, while Section 6 concludes the paper. Regarding notations, we have used lowercase
and uppercase letters for scalars, lowercase bold letters for vectors, and uppercase bold letters for matrices.
2. Problem formulation
Practically in wireless communication, the wide-band signal from the transmitter travels over multiple reective
paths towards the receiver. Due to multipath fading, the envelope of the signal is statistically described by the
Rayleigh probability density function (PDF). The classic BCS frame-work where a Gaussian prior is used for
decoding via BP will not be sucient for BCS recovery of wide-band signals. Thus, practical Rayleigh fading
channels suggest the modication of the BCS framework accordingly.
In this paper, we have explored the implementation of the BCS framework in Rayleigh fading channels,
where the desired unknown signal follows the Rayleigh distribution. To estimate the wide-band signal in Rayleigh
fading channels, consider a wide-band signal k(t), such that for a time interval T , the signal is sampled at a
sampling period of T0 , i.e.
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kt = fk(t)gjt=nT0 ; n = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; N (1)
Each signal sample in kt , i.e. kt(n), undergoes a Rayleigh at fading channel such that h vector consisting of
i.i.d. channel coecients is given by
h = fh(i)g; i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; N (2)
where each coecient hi 2 h takes on some constant value independent of other channel coecients. Thus, a
Rayleigh faded signal vector xt 2 RN is obtained:
xt = h  kt; (3)
where  represents the convolution operation. The wide-band spectrum for this wide-band signal in the Rayleigh
at fading channel will be sparse, given as:
xf = F(xt) = Hkf (4)
where H contains the frequency domain samples of each Rayleigh fading channel coecient and kf is the sparse
wide-band spectrum of the signal kt that undergoes Rayleigh fading.
The sparsity level of the signal xf is given by some vector r , i.e.
krk0 = K  N; (5)
where krk0 represents the number of nonzero coecients in xf . Thus, the sparse Rayleigh faded signal xf
contains only K nonzero coecients out of N samples.
Sensing/sampling of such wide-band signals would be costly and complex as well, if the Nyquist sampling
method is used. However, this problem can be solved using the BCS approach. The sparse nature of this
Rayleigh faded signal allows us to estimate the signal via BCS with smaller numbers of measurements. A
sensing matrix  2 RMN provides us with the measurement vector y such that
y = xf + n; (6)
where the additive noise vector n 2 RM is drawn from i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian noise distribution N (0; 2nIM ),
where 2n represents the variance of noise distribution and IM is an identity matrix of order M M and the
number of measurements M  N . Our goal is to estimate the sparse Rayleigh distributed signal xf via BCS.
The Bayesian inference improves the performance of BCS algorithms such that the BCS recovery of the signal
is considered as a MAP estimation problem [7] [8], given by
x^f = argmax
xf
fXf(xfjy) s:t: Ekxf   yk  ; (7)
where x^f is the estimated signal via BCS, fXf(xfjy) is the conditional PDF of xf , E[:] is the expectation
operator, and  is a user dened parameter for tolerance in error. The BCS approach oers solutions with low
computational cost for the recovery of the signal. To ensure accurate and successful recovery of the signal, the
minimum number of measurements required is M  cK log(N=K); where c is some constant. This condition
also shows that recovery of the signal also depends on the sparsity level K of the signal.
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Figure 1. Wide-band spectrum estimation via BCS in Rayleigh fading channel.
The overall ow of the BCS approach for signal propagation in a Rayleigh fading channel is shown in
Figure 1.
In the above gure, we estimate the spectrum via BCS such that MSE is minimum. This reduces
the overall error in the detection of occupied bands in the wide-band spectrum. In the following sections, we
proposed our system model for the BCS framework and then we discussed the solution approach for the recovery
of the Rayleigh faded signal xf via BCS.
3. Proposed system model based on Rayleigh prior distribution
The system model and the prior model should be chosen wisely according to the sparse Rayleigh faded signal
under consideration. In this section, we discuss the graphical representation of the sensing matrix  and the
prior model to be used in the BCS framework for Rayleigh fading channels.
3.1. Sparse sensing matrix
To encode the sparse Rayleigh faded signal xf , we consider a sparse-binary sensing matrix  2 f0; 1gMN ,
where M  N . The sparsity of the sensing matrix is kept low and it is classied as xed row weight R
matrix, where each row of  contains exactly R nonzero entries. Thus, maximum signal elements are sensed
for smaller numbers of measurements. The sensing matrix for the Bayesian framework can be represented
as a bipartite graph. We assume that a bipartite graph G = (U ;V; E) represents the neighboring relations
in y = xf , where U = f1; 2; : : : ; Ng represents the set of indices corresponding to each element in xf ,
V = f1; 2; : : : ;Mg represents the set of indices corresponding to each measurement vector y element, and the
set of edges connecting U and V can be dened as E = f(j; i) 2 (U  V)jji = 1g , where ji represents the
(j; i)th element in  . The neighbor set of U will be TU (i) = fj 2 Vj(j; i) 2 Eg and the neighbor set of V will
be TV(j) = fi 2 Uj(j; i) 2 Eg .
3.2. Prior model
In the Bayesian framework, the selection of prior distribution according to the signal model plays a key role in
the estimation of the sparsest solution of an underdetermined system. The classical AWGN channel suggests
priors like the Gaussian{Spike prior or two-state Gaussian mixture prior for the recovery of the sparse signal.
Practically, however, the signal undergoes fading and such sparse Rayleigh faded signals cannot be recovered
accurately via BCS using the above-mentioned priors. For the recovery of the signal propagated in practical
Rayleigh fading channels, the priors used in BP should be modied according to the Rayleigh fading system
model. In this section, we have modied the BCS approach for signal propagation in Rayleigh fading channels
in terms of prior distributions used for BP decoding of the wide-band signal. Here we have considered two types
of system models, i.e. a noiseless system model and a noisy system model.
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In the noiseless system model, the Rayleigh faded signal xf is encoded without considering the noise factor,
i.e. y = xf , while in the noisy system model, AWGN also accounts for computation of the measurement
vector, i.e. y = xf + n , where the additive noise vector n 2 RM is drawn from i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian
noise distribution N (0; 2nIM ), where 2n represents the variance of noise distribution and IM is an identity
matrix of order M M .
We have shown that dierent features of each system model require a dierent prior model for optimal
employment in BP for the BCS decoding algorithm.
3.2.1. Prior model for noiseless system model
If s represents the state vector for xf elements, then each signal coecient i 2 U in xf can be associated either
with high state, i.e. s(i) = 1, or with low state, i.e. s(i) = 0, where s(i) 2 s . For Rayleigh faded signal xf ,
the high state element is related to the Rayleigh distribution as
fXf(xfjs = 1) =

xf
21

e
(
 x2f
221
)
; (8)
where 21 represents the variance of the Rayleigh distribution for signal coecients associated with a high state.
Similarly, the low state element in xf can be related to a Spike distribution model as
fXf(xfjs = 0) = (xf); (9)
where (xf) represents a Dirac distribution having a nonzero value in the range xf 2 (0 ; 0+), such thatR1
0
(xf)dxf = 1. The Rayleigh{Spike prior density associated with noiseless system model y = xf is given
by
fXf(xf) = q(
xf
21
)e
(
 x2f
221
)
+ (1  q)(xf): (10)
Such types of priors have been used for strictly sparse signal models [13] [14] [18], as the prior easily characterizes
the signals by 1 and q factors. Since the elements in xf are assumed to be i.i.d. Rayleigh distributed, the
prior density represents each ith signal coecient independently.
3.2.2. Prior model for noisy system model
For the noisy system model y = xf + n , the prior model should account for the Gaussian distribution
associated with additive noise vector n along with Rayleigh distribution and Dirac distribution. For high state
signal elements, when i.i.d. Rayleigh distributed coecient xf adds up with i.i.d. Gaussian noise coecients
n , then the resultant vector z = xf + n would follow the probability distribution that is obtained after the
convolution of probability distribution of xf , i.e. fXf(xf) = (
xf
21
)e
(
 x2f
221
)
, and the probability distribution of
noise coecient n , i.e. fN(n) = (
1p
22n
)e
( n
2
22n
)
. The probability distribution for z is given by
fZ(zjs = 1) =
Z 1
0
fXf(xf)fXf(z  xf)dxf; (11)
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where n = z  xf ,
fZ(zjs = 1) = 1p
2n21
Z 1
0
xfe
 x2f
221 e
(
 (z xf)2
22n
)
dxf: (12)
Evaluating this integral via integration by parts yields
fZ(zjs = 1) = 1z
(21 + 
2
n)
3
2

 
1
n
zp
21 + 
2
n
!
+
np
221 + 
2
n
e
( z
2
22n
)
; (13)
where 

1
n
zp
21+
2
n

is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a standard normal random variable.
The low state signal coecient in the noisy system model is represented by Dirac distribution, as it is
special form of the Gaussian density when 0 ! 0 [15]. The prior density for noisy system model would be
fXf(xf) = q
1z
(21 + 
2
n)
3
2

 
1
n
zp
21 + 
2
n
!
+
np
221 + 
2
n
e
( z
2
22n
)
+ (1  q)(xf): (14)
In the following section, the BCS approach to estimate the signal is discussed. The proposed prior density
models have been used for MAP estimation of each signal coecient signal xfi .
4. Bayesian compressed sensing framework based on appropriate priors
To determine the solution to underdetermined system models discussed above and estimate the Rayleigh faded
signal xf via BCS, we propose BCS decoding of the signal via BP using the proposed prior density.
As discussed earlier, the signal is estimated via BP as a MAP estimation problem. This can be represented
as
x^fMAP = argmax fXf(xfjY = y): (15)
According to the Bayesian theorem,
fXf(xfjY = y) =
fY(yjXf = xf)fXf(xf)
fY(y)
; (16)
where fXf(xfjY = y) is the posterior distribution for xf , fY(yjXf = xf) is the likelihood of the estimate,
and fY(y) is the marginal distribution. In Bayesian inference, marginal distribution plays no signicant role
in estimating posterior distribution. It only marginalizes the posterior distribution. Thus, MAP estimation
becomes
x^fMAP = argmax fY(yjXf = xf)fXf(xf) (17)
where x^fMAP represents the estimated sparse signal xf via MAP estimation. It is obvious from the above
equation that an accurate MAP estimation for xf can be done when the sparsifying prior fXf(xf) is selected
according to the system model.
BP provides the posterior density for MAP estimation at every iteration. The prior density initializes the
BP process. Afterwards, the posterior density of each signal element xfi is obtained and updated, while messages
are being passed between the edges in factor graphs. Here sampled messages are considered to implement BP,
where each message consists of the samples of the PDF [7] [8]. The sampled message approach is adaptive
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in the sense that various system models could be retrieved using it. When sampling step size is sucient
enough to store the PDF of the message under consideration, it also ensures faster convergence compared to
the parametric-message approach [19] [20] [21]. In CS decoding via BP we follow the Bayesian rule, where the
posterior density of each signal element xfi is represented in form of Posterior Density =
likelihood
evidence  Prior
Density . The marginal posterior density fXfi(xfjY = y) is given by
fXfi(xfjY = y) =
fY(yjXfi = xfi)
fY(y)
 fXf(xf); (18)
where fY(yjXfi = xfi) is the likelihood, fXf(xf) is the prior density for signal xf , and the evidence fY(y) only
marginalizes the posterior density and does not enter into determining the relative properties. The measurements
associated with Xfi according to the tree-like property of  , i.e. fYk : k 2 TU (i)g , are statistically independent
for Xfi = xfi . Thus, Eq. (18) can be rewritten as
fXfi(xfjY = y) /
Y
j2TU (i)
fYj (yjXfi = xfi) fXf(xf): (19)
Here each decomposition of likelihood fY(yjXfi = xfi) is the measurement density, which is associated with
the signal elements distributions and also the noise distribution for the noisy case. For the noiseless case, the
measurement density is given by
fYj (yjXfi = xfi) = yj 

0@ O
k2TV(j)nfig
fXfk(xf)
1A ; (20)
where yj is the probability density associated with each measurement vector element yj and TV(j)nfigfxfk
(xf) represent all the neighboring signal elements of yj excluding xfi . The 
 and
N
represent the operations
of linear convolution and the linear convolution of a sequence of functions, respectively. For the noisy case, the
noise distribution fNj (n) also accounts for the measurement density, i.e.
fYj (yjXfi = xfi) = yj 
 fNj (n)

0@ O
k2TV(j)nfig
fXfk(xf)
1A : (21)
BP involves the process of exchanging and updating the probability density messages between the signal
and the measurement coecients that relate to each other according to the edges in the bipartite graphs [13] [14].
It is mainly accomplished in two steps known as multiplication and convolution. The marginal posterior for each
xfi is updated in every iteration. The message passed from the ith signal coecient to the j th measurement
vector coecient is called the signal message and is denoted as mi!j , and similarly the message passed from
the j th measurement vector coecient to the ith signal coecient is called the measurement message, denoted
as mj!i .
The signal message is the approximated density message of each signal element xfi , i.e. mi!j 
fXfi(xfjy), and it is obtained from Eq. (19) by the multiplication of all the density messages associated
with the neighboring measurement vector coecients that are updated in the previous iteration, i.e.
m`i!j = 
24 Y
k2TU (i)nfjg
m` 1k!i  fXf(xf)
35 ; (22)
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where m`i!j denotes the signal message at the `th iteration, [:] is a normalizing function such that
R
m`i!j dx
= 1, and m` 1k!i denotes the neighboring measurement message updated in the previous iteration excluding that
of yj .
Similarly, the measurement message is the approximated density message of each measurement vector
coecient yj , i.e. mj!i  fyj (yjxf). The measurement message is updated using Eq. (21) by the convolution
of all the updated neighboring signal messages obtained, i.e.
m`j!i = yj 
 fNj (n)

0@ O
k2TV(j)nfig
m`k!j
1A ; (23)
where m`j!i is the measurement message at the `th iteration and m
` 1
k!j denote the neighboring signal messages
updated excluding that of xfi in the previous iteration, yj is the probability density associated with each
measurement vector element yj , and fNj (n) is the noise distribution for the noisy case. The 
 and
N
represent the operations of linear convolution and the linear convolution of a sequence of functions, respectively.
In BP, while the signal and measurement messages are being exchanged and updated, the posterior
density for each signal element xfi is being computed at every iteration as
f `Xfi(xfjy) = 
24 Y
j2TU (i)
m`j!i  fXf(xf)
35 ; (24)
where f `Xfi(xfjy) is the posterior density for xfi computed at the `th iteration.
The maximum value of the density estimated for each signal element xfi after T number of iterations
determines the recovered value of each signal element, i.e. x^fi . This BP approach for estimation of Rayleigh
faded signals via CS is implemented in the following section.
5. Simulation results
We evaluated the performance of BCS for Rayleigh fading channels using MATLAB simulation results. For
a simple case, we generated a strictly sparse CR signal xf of length N , such that the signal elements are
i.i.d. Rayleigh distributed. To sense this sparse signal and get enough number of measurements M for further
recovery of the signal, we used a CS matrix  ensuring M  cK log(N=K). To estimate the Rayleigh faded
signal via BP for the noiseless case, we considered the Rayleigh{Spike prior given in Eq. (10). The sparse
nature of the signal and the absence of noise results in almost accurate recovery of the signal. However, in the
noisy case, when AWGN noise adds up in the measurement vector, the BCS recovery is not accurate using the
Rayleigh{Spike prior due to the noise distribution. The noise distribution aects the MAP estimation for BCS
recovery of the Rayleigh faded signal. To overcome this problem, we modied the prior and used a prior that is
composed of convolution of Rayleigh{Gaussian distribution for nonzero coecients and Spike distribution for
zero coecients as shown in Eq. (14). We performed BCS recovery for the noisy case using the modied prior
model and varied dierent parameters of the system model like sparsity level K and number of measurements
M to see the performance of the algorithm.
According to the condition M  cK log(N=K) for the BCS approach, a sucient number of measure-
ments are required for better BCS recovery of the signal. If the number of measurements is quite small, then
the BCS recovery process does not perform well. In Figure 2, MSE has been plotted as a function of number of
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measurements M by varying row weight R for sensing matrix  . When BP converges in t = 5 iterations and
the signal is recovered, MSE is calculated using the equation MSE = kx^f   yk . MSE performance of the
algorithm observed after T = 10 number of iterations using the modied prior suggests that as M increases for
signal length of N = 1000, the MSE error is reduced. When row weight is small, i.e. R = 10, it misses some
coecients and results in poor recovery. MSE performance is improved when R is large and there are enough
measurements M according to the signal length. MSE performance for R = 30 is better compared to that for
R = 20, especially when M  400 for N = 1000.
The above condition for enough number of measurements also shows that the length of signal N and the
sparsity level K of the signal aects the performance of BCS recovery of the signal as well. In Figure 3, MSE
has been plotted as a function of dierent values of K for a given N using the modied prior for BCS recovery
of a Rayleigh faded signal. When the signal is more sparse, MSE is negligible. As the sparsity level K increases
for given N , MSE becomes signicant. For N = 200, MSE performance degrades when K  20. Similarly, for
N = 500, MSE is signicant when K  30. However, for N = 1000 the algorithm performs better even for
K = 50, which shows that the performance of the BCS algorithm improves when the signal is more sparse.
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Figure 2. MSE as a function of number of measurements
M using dierent matrix row weights R for BCS recovery
of sparse Rayleigh faded signal using prior composed of
convolution of Rayleigh{Gaussian distribution and Spike
distribution (N = 1000, K = 20, 2n = 1, R = 10, 20,
30).
Figure 3. MSE as a function of sparsity level K for BCS
recovery of sparse Rayleigh faded signal using prior com-
posed of convolution of Rayleigh{Gaussian distribution
and Spike distribution (N = 200, 500, 1000, M = N=2,
2n = 1).
As the sampled message approach has been used for the BCS recovery of the Rayleigh faded signal, the
sampling of the prior distribution also aects the outcome of BP. The convolution operation in BP to evaluate
the density message can be eciently computed by using fast Fourier transform (FFT). For ecient use of the
FFT, the sampling step should be chosen appropriately such that number of samples p is power of two. In
Figure 4, the MSE performance has been investigated for dierent numbers of samples of prior distribution.
As the number of samples p increases, the MSE performance of the algorithm improves. When the number of
measurements is lower, the MSE performance of the algorithm is poor for all three cases.
In Figure 5, BCS recovery of the strictly sparse signal of length N = 1000 is performed for the noisy
case using dierent priors and MSE is plotted as a function of dierent values of variance of noise 2n . Figure
5 shows that MSE is reduced when decoding is performed for the noisy system model using the modied prior
that is composed of convolution of Rayleigh{Gaussian distribution for nonzero coecients and Spike distribution
for zero coecients. However, when a Gaussian prior is used for BCS recovery of the Rayleigh faded signal,
MSE is signicant. When the level of noise that is added to the measurement vector increases, MSE further
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increases in the case of Gaussian{Spike prior compared to the increase in MSE for the modied prior composed
of convolution of Rayleigh{Gaussian distribution and Spike distribution. This shows that an appropriate prior
should be used according to the signal model for BCS recovery process. The performance of the algorithm
degrades when properties of the prior are not according to the signal model.
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Figure 4. MSE as a function of number of measurements
M using dierent number of samples for prior distribu-
tion p for estimation of Rayleigh faded signal via BCS
using prior composed of convolution of Rayleigh{Gaussian
distribution and Spike distribution (N = 1000, K = 20,
M = N=2).
Figure 5. MSE as a function of noise variance 2n where
BCS recovery of sparse Rayleigh faded signal is done for
noisy model using two types of priors, i.e. prior com-
posed of convolution of Rayleigh{Gaussian distribution
and Spike distribution (Rayleigh-Gaussian-Spike), and
Gaussian{Spike prior (Gaussian{Spike) (N = 1000, K =
20, M = N=2).
To further emphasize the appropriate choice of prior according to the system model, we varied the
parameters for the system model and recovered the signal using the two above-mentioned priors. In Figure 6,
a sparse Rayleigh faded signal of length N = 500 is decoded using our modied prior composed of convolution
of Rayleigh{Gaussian distribution and Spike distribution as well as using the classical Gaussian{Spike prior. In
Figure 6 MSE is plotted as a function of number of measurements M , which shows that as M increases, MSE
is reduced when our modied prior is used, while it is signicant when the Gaussian{Spike prior is used.
Similarly, in Figure 7, MSE is plotted as a function of sparsity level K for the two priors for a signal
length of N = 200. It shows that when K increases, MSE is signicant for the Gaussian{Spike prior compared
to our modied prior. These results show that when the prior model is in accordance with the system model, the
BP algorithm performs well and MSE is reduced. The wide-band spectrum sensing via BCS can become more
ecient when practical channels like Rayleigh fading channels are considered in the algorithm. The selection of
the prior model according to the system model under consideration improves the spectrum sensing process.
6. Conclusion
CS has shown great potential in the recent past in a large number of applications. Spectrum sensing in CRs
is one of the elds that have found applications of CS and studies have been performed in the past to explore
the application of CS in spectrum sensing. This paper extends this application to a more practical scenario, i.e.
where the signal of interest has undergone fading. By appropriately modeling the prior distribution according
to the fading distribution, an improvement in the MSE can be sought. An appropriate prior for a Rayleigh
faded sparse signal was derived and then used in the BCS framework. Simulation results show that the usage
of appropriate prior distribution for faded sparse signals can result in an improvement in MSE.
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Figure 6. MSE as a function of number of measure-
ments M where BCS recovery of sparse Rayleigh faded
signal is done for noisy model using two types of priors, i.e.
prior composed of convolution of Rayleigh{Gaussian distri-
bution and Spike distribution (Rayleigh-Gaussian-Spike),
and Gaussian{Spike prior (Gaussian{Spike) (N = 500, K
= 20, 2n = 1, R = 20).
Figure 7. 5pt MSE as a function of sparsity level
K where BCS recovery of sparse Rayleigh faded signal
is done for noisy model using two types of priors, i.e.
prior composed of convolution of Rayleigh{Gaussian distri-
bution and Spike distribution (Rayleigh-Gaussian-Spike),
and Gaussian{Spike prior (Gaussian{Spike) (N = 200,
M = N=2, 2n = 1).
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